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Our government has quite rich practices in stock market bailouts, 
but the bailouts always be illegall, particularly don't follow legal 
procedures. Therefore, it is often criticized because of the procedures 
and measures of bailouts. Compared with China, the United States and 
Japan in bailouts procedures have quite a lot of preferable experience. In 
order to provide an important reference to our government, this paper 
attempts to study and summarize practices of government bailouts in the 
United States and Japan, and tease out some valuable experience and 
lessons which are worthy to be learned. Except the preface and 
conclusion, this article is divided into 4 chapters. 
In Chapter I, at the beginning, subchapter 1 clarifies the concept and 
essence of government bailouts through the comparison with the 
government intervention, stock market macro-control and securities 
regulation, and defines government bailouts as economic management 
behaviors. Furthermore, it analyzes the procedures of government 
bailouts and its characteristics. Subchapter 2 demonstrates the necessity 
and feasibility of legal regulation on government bailouts procedures 
from perspectives of law and economics. 
Chapter II analyzes and studies the practices and procedures of 
government bailouts in U.S. and Japan under circumstances of two stock 
market crisis by means of empirical and historical analysis. In addition, 
it evaluates the government bailouts procedures respectively. 
Chapter III summarizes and analyzes the existing problems of 














The 1st Subchapter of Chapter IV points out the paradox between 
government bailouts procedures and emergency under circumstances of 
securities market crisis, and puts forward the solutions to solve the 
paradox, in order to prove the legal regulation on government bailouts 
procedures don't affect the efficiency and effect of bailouts. Subchapter 2 
discusses the path choice of the legal regulation on our government 
bailouts procedures, aiming at the problems summaried in the third 
chapter. This section points out that government bailouts procedures 
should be divided into conventional procedures and emergency 
procedures. With regard to conventional procedures, this paper argues 
that we can ensure the bailouts procedures have a legal basis through 
constructing macro-control law system, increase transparency of the 
bailouts procedures by perfecting the information openness system, 
coordinate the democracy and efficiency of the bailouts procedures 
through improving the expert consultation program, and promote the 
legalization of the financial bailouts by means of implementing financial 
budget supervision procedure. For the emergency procedures, this 
section discusses its applicable conditions and restrictions. 
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